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Abstract 

The data collected during the April1993 ALS commission
ing period includes the measured closed orbit as a function 
of either dipole corrector strength or RF frequency, in ad
dition to turn by turn data for the betatron motion as 
. a function of RF frequency. The sensitivity matrix and 
dispersion function are extracted from this data by taking 
differences between orbits, whereas lattice functions and 
chromaticity are obtained using Fourier analysis and in
terpolation techniques. Lattice functions are also derived 
from the sensitivity matrix using a nonlinear least squares 
fit. The results are then compared with numerical simu
lations and analytical formulas derived using maps and a 
Lie product normal form approach. The Lie method is 
preferred to traditional Hamiltonian perturbation theory 
because it is easily generalized to the nonlineai case and 
also leads to a significantly reduced amount of algebra. 
The computer modeling uses state of the art single par
tide beam dynamics tools including: Txacy-2, DA-pascal, 
DA-library and Lie-Lib. In particular, DA-Pascal allows 
for a straightforward implementation of a Krakpot style 
code, based on the "exact" single particle local Hamil
tonian and a symplectic integrator, necessary for correct 
modeling of the nonlinear chromaticity. 
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1 Sensitivity Matrix 

The linear sensitivity matrix S is defined by: 

Se- O( ) S __ 8fe_o<l I 
.6-ieod = + 1 1 "' "' ae ""="' .. I (1) 

with S the Jacobian. The sensitivity matrix describes the 
change of the closed orbit at a certain location due to 
dipole kick at some other location. An analytical expres
sion of the sensitivity matrix is given by [1]: 

S 
.. _ Jf3zif3z1 cos(11'vz -IJLz;- JLz;l) 17zi'7zi 
'1- --- (2) 

2 sin 11'Vz O:eC 

where f3 is the beta function, JL the phase advance, 11 the 
dispersion function, v the tune, O:e the momentum com
paction, C the circumference and z the transverse coor
dinate. Comparison between one column of the measured 
and computed matrix shows excellent agreement as seen 
in Fig. 1 and allows for diagnosis of mal-functioning hard
ware (BPMs and correctors) [2]. 

2 Extraction of Linear Lattice Functions 
Cll 
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Fig.2 Esamated Beta Funcuons 
The lattice functions can be estimated from the measured 
sensitivity matrix by a nonlinear least square fit in both 
the horizontal and vertical plane (1]. The system of non
linear equations is solved iteratively using the Levenberg
Marquardt method. Due to the lack of space, only the 
beta function is plotted in Fig. 2. The error bars indi
cate a 95.4 % confidence interval. The estimated tunes 



are v,., = 14.341 ± 0.0005 and Vy = 8.316 ± 0.0005 and 
the final standard deviation are: u,., = 2.2 x 10-5 and 
u: = 1.7 x 10-5 . Simulations with Tracy-2 shows tha.t ex
pected gradient errors are not sufficient to account for the 
observed magnitude of the perturbations of the beta func
tion. However, dosed orbit distortions in the sextupoles 
will also contribute due to feed down. A nonlinear least 
square fit of this contribution leads to reasonable values 
when compared to the BPM readings. The corresponding 
beta function is shown in Fig. 3. 
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3 Analysis of Linear Dispersion Function 

Analytical Model 
If one adds a normal and skew quadrupole kick to the 
initial one-turn map [1], one finds (with ( the transfer 
map, M the corresponding functional map, (z, y) the 
transverse coordinates, L the magnet length and b2 the 
multipole coefficient): 

= (3) 

The map in Lie product normal form is: 

where: 

JC J 

r-1-n-1 x;-1-n :h:JC -n r ,.,, ''-;-• i ,_e ;,....;_;~..; (4) 

I <•2£l; [J3 ( 2 2) ( 2 2) ~ I e'-s=R=i" • •i :z: -Pa -/3,; Y -p, +4.,.;yf3.;6:: 
• I 

h 
(b2L ), ( 2 2 

--2- {3,.,;1:- {3y;ly + 11,.,;6 ) (5) 

It follows that the tune shift is given by: 

1 ah (b2L);f3,.,y; 
~ll:z: =----=± ' ,y 21r aJ 41r :z:,y 

(6) 

as expected. This allows one (well known) to measure the 
beta function at a quadrupole by changing the gradient 

2 

and observing the change in tune. The perturbation of 
the trajectory is given by: 

= 
xn1_,£,z + 0(2), j < i (7) 

and the change of the closed orbit is: 

~Yi = (tt;'R.;-;i.oy)(O, 6) (8) 

so that the perturbation of the linear dispersion function 
is given by (similar expression in the y plane): 

~"l:z:i = _""' (b2L);11z; .jii;J3;i ~OS {1rll:z: -ll'z; -l'zil) (9) 
LJ 2sm1rv,., 
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It follows that a normal quadrupole component changes 
the horizontal dispersion whereas a skew quadrupole com
ponent changes the vertical. Note that the perturbation 
is beating with the tune in each plane around the lattice. 

Dat~ Analysis 
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Fig.4 Measured Linear Dispemon Funcuon 

The RF frequency was swept from 499.65408 MHz to 
499.66600 MHz in increments of 1 kHz and the closed 
orbit recorded for each frequency. The linear dispersion 
is extracted from the data by numerical dif'erentiation. 
The measured dispersion is shown in Fig. 4. Note the 
beating· of the perturbation with the tune in each plane 
as predicted from the analytical model and the contribu
tion from normal as well as skew (vertical) quadrupole 
components. Numerical simulations reveals that realis
tic quadrupole tilt and gradient errors can not reproduce 
the data. Furthermore, major gradient errors could not 
by themselves reproduce the data, since they do not con
tribute to the vertical dispersion. However, the dispersion 
obtained by a nonlinear least square fit of the closed orbit 
in the sextupoles to the measured dispersion is shown Fig. 
5 .. It follows again that reasonable dosed orbit distortions 
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in the sextupoles accounts for the measured perturbations 
of the linear dispersion function. 
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4 Nonlinear Chromaticity ..... 
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Fi~.G Meast~n=d NonlinearChro!llllicity 
The measured initial tunes were v., = 14.201 and Vy 

8.415. The RF frequency was swept from 499.63556 MHz 
to 499.69110 MHz in approximately 1 kHz increments. 
The linear and second order chromaticity are extracted 
by a linear least square fit of a polynomial to the data. 
The results are shown in Fig. 6 where plus signs represent 
the data and the solid line the result of the fit. Defining: 

(10) 

one finds: v.,o = 14.20116, Vyo = 8.39754, {yo = 
-0.77920, {y1 = -43.903 with a sigma of O"y = 3.1 x 10-3

. 

The extremum has been shifted in the horizontal plane due 
to a finite linear chromaticity preventing a good fit. 
Tracy-2 is using the expanded Hamiltonian, a thin 

3 

quadrupole for the bend edge focusing and neglects 
quadrupole fringe fields. This model does not give the 
correct chromaticity (in the case of a small ring} and we 
investigated the quality of the model for a medium size 
ring like the ALS. 

component order X y 
(no sextupole} 
Tracy-2 1 -24.89 -26.84 

2 33.97 66.68 
improved Trar.y 1 -24.89 -27.88 
(1/(1 + cS}) 2 33.97 70.64 
Krakpot 1 -24.59 -27.68 
prot 2 32.66 74.18 
Krakpot (prot, n.l. 1 -24.78 -27.66 
drift, quad.fringe) 2 34.91 75.67 

Without sextupoles, "improved Tracy-2" refers to correc
tion of the momentum dependence of the bend edge fo
cusing. The second case was computed by implementing 
a Krakpot style code [3] by an input file with a symplec
tic integrator for DA-Pascal. The third case was obtained 
by using Dragt's "prot" [4] and hard edge approximation 
of the fringe field. For the fourth case, a nonexpanded 
Hamiltonian is used as well as hard edge quadrupole fringe 
fields. Tracy-2 gives a good estimate of the natural chro
maticity. The value in the vertical plane is significantly 
improved with the corrected momentum dependence. We 
find that expanding the Hamiltonian and neglecting the 
quadrupole fringe fields are valid approximations for both 
the linear and second order chromaticities. 

component order X y 
(with sextupoles) 
no higher order 1 1.00 -0.78 
multipoles 2 -43.65 -67.86 
all syst.higher 1 1.00 -0.78 
order multipoles 2 -40.41 -57.28 
only syst. octupole 1 1.00 -0.78 
in Bend. 2 -45.03 -57.10 

With chromatic sextupoles, there is a significant contri
bution to the second order terms, strong enough to even 
change the sign (only two families). In particular, the sys
tematic octupole component in the bend, gives an addi
tional contribution to the second order chromaticity in the 
vertical plane. The agreement with t.he measured value, 
when this contribution is included, is reasonable. 
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